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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for player detec-
tion and tracking in tennis games. The algorithm utilizes court knowledge
as well as player color and edge information to extract deformable player
figures. Several new techniques are presented in our algorithm: initially,
the court lines are detected and reconstructed. Based on the court model,
an adaptive search window is designed for locating the minimum region
containing a player figure. After retrieving the region of interest, pixel
data are processed by non-dominant color extraction and edge detection
filters, respectively. Finally, the non-dominant color map and edge map
are refined and combined, and a novel shadow removal method is then
applied to isolate the player figure. The algorithm was tested on numer-
ous videos with different courts and light condition. Experiments reveal
promising results against various environmental factors.

1 Introduction

In recent years, sport video automatic annotation has attracted many research
interests. Among numerous research domains, player detection and tracking is a
fundamental but also most challenging area. A robust detection and tracking al-
gorithm is required for many high-level operations such as player action recogni-
tion or content classification. Many relevant works of player detection have been
published in past years [1-3, 5-11]. Early works explore temporal information of
frame difference and then perform morphology operations [3, 10, 11] to extract
player figure. Those methods are simple and fast, but easily affected by spectator
movement or camera view change. Another approach is background subtraction,
which constructs a background model to separate players [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9]. Major
background models include empty court image, mean of continuous frames, and
mean of dominant color. The empty court image is hard to retrieve and thus
unrealistic. Using continuous frames to set up the statistical background model
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shows great performance at fixed camera view, but not suitable for circumstance
of frequently changed perspectives. The dominant color method has merits of
computation simplicity and robustness under different perspectives. However,
dominant color selection and range determination are still open problems re-
quiring more effort. Furthermore, in tracking of players, the existing algorithms
often employ a search window or bounding box that do not provide a close fit to
a player’s body. Although it makes no difference in tracking players, high level
operations, like action recognition, still demand a best fit window and a complete
body. In this paper, we propose a new player detection method which associates
non-dominant color extraction and edge detection to effectively separate players
from background. Moreover, an adaptive search window and varying bounding
box are designed to make the extraction of player body more complete and the
tracking more efficient and reliable.

The essential elements of our algorithm can be summarized as three blocks:
adaptive search window, non-dominant color extraction and edge detection filter,
and player refinement. The adaptive search window based on court knowledge
is applied for locating the minimum region that contains a player figure. The
region of interest is taken as input for non-dominant color extraction and edge
detection filters. The two output maps are then combined to achieve the final
detection result. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
fundamental algorithms of the proposed system, including adaptive search win-
dow, non-dominant color extraction, edge detection and player refinement flow;
Section 3 demonstrates experimental results of different tennis games, and the
conclusion is given in Section 4.

2 Player Detection and Tracking System

The proposed player detection and tracking flow is illustrated in Fig. 1. For each
input frame, we need to detect court lines and build the court model by using the
work presented in [12], which is briefly described as follows. Court lines are white
and can be detected by extracting white pixels. Nevertheless, the intensities of
white pixels are changed by the weather, camera angle, different courts, etc. An
adaptive threshold scheme is presented for adjusting color value of court lines.
Moreover, some court lines often disappear during the zooming and panning of
video camera. For missed lines, an algorithm is derived to efficiently reconstruct
the court. The reconstructed court model is used to determine a search window
that contains the player figure. The search window determines the region of
interest (ROI) to be processed. The initial search window is fixed, whereas the
search windows in the subsequent frames are adaptive (varying). The data in
ROI are fed into the player detection unit which combines non-dominant color
extraction with edge detection to extract player information. The detected result
is further refined to achieve a complete player figure. The details are described
in the following subsections.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of player detection and tracking

2.1 Adaptive Search Window

At the first frame, the player position is unknown. By referring to the court
model shown in Fig. 2, we define initial search areas around the court, where
(XPi, YPi) denotes the coordinate of a point Pi. The search areas contain upper
court and lower court, as defined by the following equations.

UpperCourt

Left :
[
XP4 − 1

2
∗ (XP4 − XP1)

]
or(zero)

Right :
[
XP20 +

1
2

∗ (X17 − XP20)
]

or(image width)

Top :
[
max(YP4, YP20) − 2

3
∗ max(YP4, YP20)

]

Bottom : [YPC ]

LowerCourt

Left :
[
XP1 − 2

3
∗ XP1

]
or(zero)

Right :
[
XP17 − 2

3
∗ (image width − XP17)

]
or(image width)

Top : [YPC ]
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Bottom :
[
max(YP1, YP17) − 2

3
∗ (image height − max(YP1, YP17))

]

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Court line model and (b) Initial search window

The initial search window can be used to locate the player in a video. Since a
player is not a rigid object, we propose an adaptive search window to efficiently
track the deformable player figure. According to [5], the speed of a player is
around 2 - 7 meters per second. As a result, we use the maximum speed of 7
meters divided by the frame rate as the definition of the search window. Since
the speed is only true in the real court, we apply the perspective transform
to relate the coordinate in image space to that in real world. The generated
adaptive search window is illustrated in Fig. 3 and the procedures are described
below:

1. In image space, detect a player and calculate its centroid (cx, cy)
2. Map the centroid back into real court model (rx, ry) by perspective transform
3. Calculate the maximal possible displaced locations in 4 directions (left, right,

up, down), as the arrows shown in Fig. 3 (a)
4. Map the four locations in real court model into image space using perspective

transform, as shown the arrows in Fig. 3 (b). The resulting locations indicate
the possible centroids of a player in image space

5. Each possible centroid corresponds to a minimum bounding box. Using the
minimum bounding boxes, we obtain a new search window, which is high-
lighted by the rectangle of dotted lines

2.2 Non-dominant Color Extraction and Edge Detection

After deciding the region of interest, we can start to extract the player figure.
Major detection methods in literatures include dominant color detection [2, 5, 10]
and background subtraction [9]. Due to the reason that background subtraction
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Possible player locations in real court and (b) Possible player locations in
image space, where the circle denotes the current location, and triangles denote possible
locations

cannot handle camera viewpoint change, non-dominant color detection is em-
ployed in our system. J. Han et al presented a non-dominant color detection
method in RGB color space [5]. Nevertheless, they selected the average color of
full court as dominant color, which may have large deviation with the color in
players neighbor. In addition, colors of different parts of the court are affected
by light, shadow or camera viewpoint. To get more accurate value, we can take
advantage of court knowledge and use average color of the field where player
belongs to. According to the model of Fig. 2, we distinguish the court into four
areas: inner field of upper court, outer field of upper court, inner field of lower
court, and outer field of lower court. The court is split horizontally by net line,
while inner and outer fields are defined by court lines. Figure 4 demonstrates
the inner and outer fields of lower court.

Upper court inner field : [z ∈ (h5down ∩ v1right ∩ v5left) | y of z > Pc]
Upper court outer field : [z ∈ h4up | z /∈ (h4up ∩ h5down ∩ v1right ∩ v5left)]
Lower court inner field : [z ∈ (h1up ∩ v1left ∩ v5right) | y of z < Pc]
Lower court outer field : [z ∈ h2down | z /∈ (h2down ∩ h1up ∩ v1right ∩ v5left)]

In contrast to RGB color space [5], we select hue and value channels from
HSV color space to detect non-dominant color pixels. First we calculate the
mean μ and variance σ2 of each channel in the selected region of court, then use
(1) to determine the non-dominant color pixels. Parameter α is an adjustable
parameter which is varied with the court conditions such as different courts or
different lights of the same court. The experimental results indicate that the
novel approach is robust against the varying court colors, which is demonstrated
by the examples shown in Fig. 4.
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NDC(x, y) =
{

1, if‖PH − μH‖ > ασ2
Hor‖PV − μV ‖ > ασ2

V

0, otherwise
(1)

α =
0.5 ∗ β + σ2

H

σ2
H

where PH and PV denote a pixel value of H and V channels, respectively. The β
is the quantization step size of H channel. Here we quantize H into 6 dominant
colors, so β is 0.5 * 1/6 = 1/12.

During the fierce competition of a game, players perform various actions, such
as swing or serve, which may cause false detection between player body and
background. In order to enhance detection reliability, we add edge detection and
utilize the result to compensate non-dominant color detection. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 5, where images in second column are non-dominant color
extraction results, and in third column are edge detection results. As we can
see, some parts of player body are lost in non-dominant color extraction but
preserved in edge map, and vice versa. A well-designed combination method is
capable of producing a correct and complete player body.

In terms of the edge detection flow, the data are processed by Sobel filter and
generate horizontal and vertical edge images. Each image is binarized by using
μ ± σ as threshold. Since smoothing causes edge expansion, we need to do 1/2

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) H channel image of lower court, (b) Dominant colors of inner field (purple)
and outer field (blue)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Non-dominant color extraction and edge detection results. (a) Original image,
(b) Non-dominant color extraction result, (c) Edge detection result.
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of player refinement

Fig. 7. Example of player shadows removal

sub-sampling to decrease edge width. Eventually we will get two output results,
horizontal edge map and vertical edge map.

2.3 Refinement of Player Figure

The final step, refinement, is to remove undesired information and refine the
player body. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the refinement algorithm. The
major steps include:
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1. Remove court lines
2. Combine horizontal and vertical edge maps
3. Combine non-dominant color image and the new edge map
4. Remove cast shadow

At first, court lines must be removed from the three images. The previous
developed work [12] is used to execute the job effectively. At second, we combine
horizontal and vertical edge maps by performing OR and Closing operation of
morphology, and use label connected components to remove noises. At third, the
binary image of non-dominant color and the new edge map are merged by OR
operation.

The merged result may contain shadows, thus we propose a new shadow re-
moval technique. The shadows can be roughly classified into self shadows and
cast shadows [13]. Removing self shadow is error prone and frequently eliminates
parts of player body as well. Since our goal is to maintain the integrity of player
figure, we concentrate on dealing with cast shadows. The color of shadow is gray
or black, which has high saturation (S), and low value (V) in HSV color space.
In addition, the hue (H) value is greater than that of the court color. We apply
the following formulas to the edge pixels (corresponding to edge map), and the
result is subtracted from the edge map, then we obtain the player figure without
shadow, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

−ασ2
H ≤ pH − μH < 1

6
pS − μS ≥ −ασ2

S

pV − μV ≤ −ασ2
V

(2)

3 Experimental Result

In this section, we provide experimental results of adaptive search window, player
trajectory and player segmentation, respectively. The experimental data are se-
lected from 12 videos of US Open, Wimbledon Open and French Open. The
proposed algorithms are proved being robust and effective in different courts
and under varying light conditions.

3.1 Adaptive Search Window

Figure 8 shows the adaptive search window (marked in black) and player win-
dow(marked in red) during the tracking period. It can be seen that both windows
are changing frame by frame, which is adaptive according to the deformable
player.

The results of other search algorithms [5, 8, 10] are shown in Fig. 9. The search
windows are either too small or too large. Although those extraction results are
sufficient for most tracking applications, they are not qualified for high level
applications. Smaller search windows lead to lose parts of player body, and incur
false judgment of player actions. Lager search windows contain too much noise
and redundant information, make the tracking process inefficient. Due to the
reasons above, the proposed adaptive window method is more suitable for high
level automatic annotation system.
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Fig. 8. Experimental results of proposed adaptive search window

Fig. 9. Search window of other algorithms [5, 8, 10]

Fig. 10. Player trajectory of approach volley and ground stroke event
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Fig. 11. o: manual tracking result, x: automatic tracking result, the connection line
shows the difference between manual and automatic results

Fig. 12. Player figure extraction results

3.2 Player Trajectory

In terms of tracking players, we need to find the centroid of refined player figure
for representing player position. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 10. The
historic movement of approach volley event is in first image, while movement of
event ground stroke is in the second. The comparison of manual and automatic
tracking is shown in Fig. 11. Generally the automatic tracking results are close to
manual results. Nevertheless, there are still a few mismatch errors. It is because
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that players white clothes, sometimes mixing with court lines, are incorrectly
removed and lead to misjudge of players centroid.

3.3 Player Segmentation

The factors affecting accuracy of player segmentation are player window and
segmentation algorithm. The proposed adaptive window and player body ex-
traction algorithm are robust and effective, so we achieve excellent segmentation
results, as shown in Fig. 12.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a detection and tracking algorithm focusing on complete player
figure extraction is proposed. Three schemes including adaptive search window,
non-dominant color extraction filter, and edge detection filter, are developed to
overcome problems of deformable player figure, various light conditions, camera
viewpoint change, and different tennis courts. A novel shadow removal method
is also presented to refine the player figure. Regarding with adaptive search
window, we employ court knowledge and using perspective transform to calculate
the search window; for non-dominant color extraction, hue and value are used as
parameters and the region of interest is deliberate selected; for edge detection,
a Sobel filter is applied for retrieving horizontal and vertical edge maps, which
are associated with non-dominant color extraction result to refine the player
figure. Around 50 video segments from 12 tennis games are used to test the
algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate the new approach achieves robust
player figure extraction as well as accurate movement tracking.
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